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**Abstract**

This article focuses on Paul of Tamma, a fourth- or fifth-century Egyptian author who wrote a series of ascetic texts, preserved only in the Sahidic dialect of Coptic. The first part examines the ancient sources concerning Paul of Tamma, which are exclusively hagiographic. Although they contain many unreliable elements, there is good evidence that Paul was a contemporary of the great Egyptian ascetics Shenoute, Aphu of Oxyrhynchus, Pshoi of Jeremiah, Apollo of Tetkooh, and Isidore of Scetis, who all lived at the end of the fourth and early in the fifth centuries. The article goes on to examine the manuscript evidence of the *Asceticon* of Paul of Tamma, identifying new fragments of his works. I propose that Paul originally wrote in Coptic, not Greek, and that his texts have literary contacts with the ascetic literature of the monastic centres of Scetis, Nitria, and Kellia. The article also includes an edition and English translation of a hitherto unknown Sahidic miniature manuscript of Paul of Tamma’s *De Cella*.

Our information concerning Paul of Tamma can be gleaned from a few hagiographic sources: his biography (BHO *sine numero*;\(^1\) clavis coptica 0152\(^2\)), attributed to a certain disciple named Ezekiel, the *Life of Pshoi* (BHg 1402–3; BHO 181–2; CPG 2503), ascribed to John Kolobos, and Ps.-Theodotus of Ancyra’s *Encomium on St George* (BHO 320; CPG 6141; clavis coptica 0390). While these documents may contain some reliable information, their hagiographic character makes it difficult to disentangle historical facts from mere fiction. In addition to these

---

\(^1\) P. Peeters, *Bibliotheca hagiographica orientalis* (Subsidia hagiographica, 10; Brussels: Société des Bollandistes, 1910), p. 200.

\(^2\) ‘Clavis coptica’ refers to the Clavis Patrum Coptorum, available online at www.cmcl.it (accessed October 2016).
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pious stories, a series of ascetical texts have survived under Paul of Tamma’s name in the Sahidic dialect of Coptic. The main focus of the present article will be on *De Cella* (clavis coptica 0251), a writing of Apa Paul concerning the monastic cell. Judging on the basis of the manuscript evidence, this text was quite popular among Egyptian ascetics. First, I will survey the principal ancient sources concerning Paul of Tamma. Then I will give a description of the manuscripts of his works. This will offer the opportunity to touch upon the identification of several new fragments of Paul’s writings, including some previously unknown fragments of *De Cella*, which belonged to a miniature manuscript. Finally, in the last part I will analyse this treatise in the context of late antique Egyptian monastic literature. I will argue that although Paul of Tamma probably belonged to Middle Egyptian monasticism, he was seemingly familiar with the literature of Scetis, Nitria, and Kellia. I also provide an edition and English translation of the new manuscript of *De Cella*.

**Hagiographic Sources concerning Paul of Tamma**

As I have already pointed out, some details about Paul of Tamma are supplied in a few hagiographic sources. The first of these, the *Life of Paul of Tamma*, is preserved fragmentarily in Sahidic and completely in Arabic. The most important witness to the Coptic text is an incomplete parchment manuscript from the Monastery of Apa Shenoute (codex MONB.FI). This

---

3 Paul’s writings have been edited with an Italian translation in T. Orlandi, *Paolo di Tamma: Opere* (Corpus dei Manoscritti Copti Letterari; Rome: C.I. M., 1988).


fragmentary codex is written in a Sahidic influenced by the Middle Egyptian dialects. 6 Fragments of two other Sahidic papyrus codices of the same text are also extant. 7 The Arabic version is available in two different redactions, one long and one short, the latter being an abridgement of the former. 8

It is difficult to establish how much reliable historical information is embedded in Paul’s vita. The text is rather a rocambolesque

6 Rodolphe Kasser suggested that the idiom is Sahidic, with influences from the dialect H: see Lucchesi, ‘Trois nouveaux fragments’, p. 211. Amélineau, Monuments, vol. 2, p. 515, believed that the dialect is Bashmouric. BHO mentions under the lemma ‘Paulus Tammanus mon. in Aegypto’ that the dialect of the text would be Fayyumic.


adventure during which Paul dies several times following some severe mortifications, but is brought back to life by divine intervention after each death. According to the long Arabic redaction of the Life, Ezekiel met Paul in Тўб (طوح), where the latter lived as a recluse. During their peregrinations along the Nile valley, Paul and Ezekiel encounter some of the great champions of late fourth- and early fifth-century Egyptian monasticism, including Aphu of Pemje/Oxyrhynchus, Pshoi of Jeremiah, Apollo of Tetekooh, Phib, Anoup, and Isidore, the priest of Scetis. Another important monastic figure mentioned in the Life is Shenoute of Atripe, the famous archimandrite of the White Monastery, to whom Paul sends a letter.

Of special interest is the connection between Paul of Tamma and Pshoi of Jeremiah. Thus, towards the end of his life, Christ informs Paul in a vision that he will die on Бабах and will be buried together with Pshoi in Antinoe. The relationship between Abba Pshoi and Paul of Tamma is further explained in the Life of the former, which has been preserved in Greek, Syriac,


10 The text says that Shenoute was building at that time a church in his monastery. The construction of this church, which scholars agree to be historically accurate, is mentioned by Shenoute in his works, but it appears also in other hagiographic sources, like the Life of Shenoute attributed to Besa (BHO 1074–1078; clavis coptica 0461); see D. N. Bell, Besa, the Life of Shenoute (Cistercian Studies Series, 73; Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1983), pp. 51–2. On the relevance of the church erected by Shenoute, one of the largest in Late Antiquity, see A. G. López, Shenoute of Atripe and the Uses of Poverty: Rural Patronage, Religious Conflict, and Monasticism in Late Antique Egypt (Transformation of the Classical Heritage, 50; Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London: University of California Press, 2013), pp. 47–51.

11 Interestingly, the Greek version translates Pshoi’s name as Paisios. The Greek text was published on the basis of two manuscripts by И. Поняловский, Житие преподобнаго Паисия Великаго и Тимофея патриарха Александрийскаго Полвествованіе о чудесах Св Великомученика Мины (Записки историко-филологическаго факультета Императорскаго С.-Петербургскаго Университета, 20; С.-Петербург: Типографія Императорской Академіи Наукъ, 1900), pp. 1–61. L. Papadopulos and G. Lizardos, Saint Paisios de Great, by John the Dwarf of Egypt (2nd edn., Jordanville, NY: Holy Trinity Monastery, 1998), translated into English Nicodemus the Hagiorite’s rendering of the text into modern Greek.

Arabic, and Gaʿaz. A Coptic version, on which at least the Arabic translation seems to be based, must also have existed, although no fragment has been discovered until now. The four extant versions of the Life of Pshoi feature many differences, the text probably being adapted according to the needs of the different Christian communities that used it. In the following pages, I will mainly refer to the Ethiopic translation, not only because it contains certain readings that are more relevant for the present argument, but also because it is the only version properly edited.

The work is attributed to John Kolobos, who narrates the life of Pshoi, the founder of the famous monastery in Scetis that bears his name. Elsewhere in the text, and also in the Life of Paul of Tamma, the same personage is called ‘Pshoi of Jeremiah’. The explanation of this name is given in both writings: because of Pshoi’s devotion to Jeremiah, the Old Testament prophet used to visit him often in his cell. Thus, in the long Arabic redaction of the Life of Paul of Tamma, Paul asks Christ in a vision why his friend is called ‘Pshoi of Jeremiah’. Christ replies:

This elder learned by heart (the book of) Jeremiah. Therefore, while he was reciting it, Jeremiah used to come and stand next to him until he finished reading. Many brothers entered (his cell) and found him speaking to Jeremiah mouth to mouth. Because of this, they called his name Bišoy Jeremiah.


This aligns well with what we find in the *Life of Pshoi*:

He (Pshoi) always prayed with the prophecy of the prophet Jeremiah, and while he was reciting it, the prophet Jeremiah used to visit him, explaining him his book, talking to him and being pleased to see him. He revealed to him numerous teachings and talked with him about the spiritual (things).\(^\text{16}\)

These two quotations indicate that Pshoi of Jeremiah, with whom Paul of Tamma is often associated,\(^\text{17}\) was not a Middle Egyptian monk from the Monastery of Apa Jeremias, as some scholars have inferred, but must rather be identified with Pshoi of Scetis.\(^\text{18}\) The appellation ‘of Jeremiah’ refers to his devotion to the Weeping Prophet.

Paul appears twice in Pshoi’s biography. The first episode that involves him concerns a young monk named Poimen, who wants to meet Pshoi. Aware of their friendship, Poimen asks Paul to introduce him to the holy man. Paul appears for the second time in the *Life of Pshoi* in the context of Pshoi’s death and transfer of his relics to Antinoe. This episode must be connected with the aforementioned vision of Paul from his *vita*, during which Christ reveals to him that he will be buried together with Pshoi of Scetis.

\(^16\) Colin, *La Version éthiopienne de L’histoire de Bsoy*, pp. 16–17 (Gαζ text and French translation). The Greek text expresses the same idea, δεικνύοντας τὸν προφήτη τοῦ Ἱερομίσσα Ιερεμίου διακήλωσε καὶ συνεχώς καὶ προφητείας διερμήνευτο πολλάκις ὑπό τῆς προφητείας διερμηνεύων ἀπόκριται καὶ διὰ τῶν κεκρυμμένων ἐννοιῶν διερμηνεύσεως ἐκείνου τῶν νου ἐστὶν ἑκατὸν ἐννοιῶν ἐν πάσαις ἐμφανίσεισιν; Помяловский, *Житие преподобного Паисия*, p. 7.

\(^17\) The two saints are mentioned together in the manuscript of a Coptic calendar from Oxyrhynchus: W. E. Crum, ‘Fragments of a Church Calendar’, *Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der älteren Kirche* 37 (1938), pp. 23–32, at 25, 28.

Jeremiah in Antinoe. Remarkably, the Greek Life of Pshoi refers to him simply as ‘Paul’, without any further specification. Consequently, the chances of recognizing Paul of Tamma behind this figure are basically nil, unless one is familiar with the parallel passages in the Arabic or Gǝʿaz versions. (In the Syriac translation of the text, he is named ‘Abba Pawle from Ṭamaws’ [ܡܣܘܐܡܛܢܡܕܐܠܘܦܐܒܐ]. The Syriac seems to derive from the Arabic ﻨﻁ، the final ﻦ being simply a corruption of ﻦ. In this case, one may infer an Arabic Vorlage for the Syriac.)

In the Gǝʿaz version of the Life of Pshoi, Paul and Pshoi confess to a certain disciple named Siras (麾): their wish to be buried together after death. When Pshoi dies on Ḥamlē 8 (= Bābah 8), his disciples bury him in a place called Mukyadu (موክያዱ): the text mentions that Paul died the day before, on Ḥamlē 7 (= Bābah 7), and was buried in a different location from his companion. Hearing that the two elders had passed away, Siras, whose name appears now as Abba Sirwǝs (አባ፡ściורውስ) in the manuscript edited by Gérard Colin, intended to transfer the body of Pshoi to a newly built shrine in Antinoe. Sailing along the Nile, when the boat with the body of the saint arrived near the place where Paul was buried, it stopped in the middle of the river and could not be moved. Then an anchorite told the monks that the boat would not move unless the body of Paul was also taken and buried in the same place as Pshoi. When they heard this, the monks decided to take the relics of both saints and bury them together in Antinoe.

Unlike the Gǝʿaz version, the Arabic text says that the disciple who transferred the relics of Pshoi and Paul to Antinoe was called Athanasius. Furthermore, the Greek names him Isidorus. While it is true that the original reading is difficult to establish with precision, the Gǝʿaz version may contain a better text at this point. It is possible that Abba Siras/Sirwǝs is the same person as

20 Colin, La Version éthiopienne de L’histoire de Bsoy, pp. 70–1.
21 The Arabic version mentions that he was buried in Minyat as-Saqr: Evelyn White, The History of the Monasteries, p. 159; Pirone, Vite, p. 244 and n. 62. This place has not yet been identified.
22 The Arabic version also refers to Antinoe: Evelyn White, The History of the Monasteries, p. 159. To the contrary, the Greek mentions that the relics of the saints were transferred to Pisidia: Помяловский, Житие преподобнаго Паисія, p. 60.
23 Evelyn White, The History of the Monasteries, p. 159; Pirone, Vite, pp. 244–6.
24 Помяловский, Житие преподобнаго Паисія, pp. 59–60.
Apa Sourous (Ἀπα Σουροῦς), who appears often in the company of Paul of Tamma and Pshoi in epigraphic sources of Egyptian provenance. Thus, two inscriptions from the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit enumerate ‘Pshoi of Jeremiah, Paul of Tamma, Sourous’, together with Pita, Jeremias, Enoch, Apollo, and others.\textsuperscript{25} A similar list that includes the three saints appears as well in an inscription from Deir el-Gabrawi,\textsuperscript{26} in one from Esna,\textsuperscript{27} and in two others from the Monastery of Apa Jeremias at Saqqara.\textsuperscript{28} Likewise, a funerary stela invokes ‘Apa Apollo, Apa Phib, Apa Anoup, Apa Macarius, Apa Paul of Tamma, Apa Pshoi of Jeremiah, Apa Sourous’.\textsuperscript{29} In the Arabic version of the Life of Paul of Tamma, a certain Su¯rus (سوس), or Apa Soures according to the Coptic fragments, is depicted as companion of Apa Apollo.\textsuperscript{30} It is therefore tempting to speculate on the basis of the aforementioned sources which associate Apa Sourous with Paul of Tamma and Pshoi of Jeremiah that the name Abba Siras/Sirwǝs in the Ethiopic version of the Life of Pshoi is actually a corruption of ‘Sourous’, possibly thorough an Arabic intermediary in which the vowels had not been noted properly. The fluctuating spelling of the name in Gaʾaz only strengthens the hypothesis of a corruption made by a scribe.

Paul of Tamma plays a minor role in the Encomium on St George attributed to Theodotus of Ancyra, a hagiographic text attested in Bohairic,\textsuperscript{31} Arabic,\textsuperscript{32} and Gaʾaz.\textsuperscript{33} According to the

\textsuperscript{25} Nos. 448 and 452 in J. Maspero and E. Drioton, Fouilles exécutées à Bawit (MIFAO 59; Cairo: Imprimerie de l’IFAO, 1931), pp. 130, 132.
\textsuperscript{26} Davies, The Rock Tombs of Deir El Gebrâwi, vol. 2, p. 46b.
\textsuperscript{29} U. Bouriant, ‘Notice des monuments coptes du Musée de Boulaq’, Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philologie et à l’archéologie égyptiennes et assyriennes 5 (1884), pp. 60–70, at 63.
\textsuperscript{32} G. Graf, Geschichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur, vol. 1 (Studi e testi, 118; Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1944), p. 366.
\textsuperscript{33} The Ethiopic manuscript tradition of this text is particularly rich because it became part of the official collection of the Ethiopic acts of St George.
Bohairic version, the emperor Theodosius II (408–50) erected a basilica dedicated to St George in his twentieth year of his reign. An encomium on St George was read during the consecration of the church, in which it was said that George is more exalted than any other saint. Perplexed by this statement, Theodotus wants to find out why George occupies such a prominent place among the saints. The answer comes during the following night, when he has a heavenly vision. Being carried to heaven, he meets there a winged old man who introduces himself as Paul of Tamma (Παῦλος οὕρενταμμα). The monk plays the role of the angelus interpres in the vision of Theodotus, showing him why George is exalted above all the other saints in heaven. The details of the story are of little relevance for the purpose of this article. Suffice it to say that according to the Encomium on St George, Paul of Tamma was already dead by 428, the twentieth year of the reign of Theodosius II.

Besides the three texts examined above, the Copto-Arabic synaxary provides for Bābah 7, the day when the Coptic church commemorates Paul of Tamma’s death, an abridged form of his Life. The synaxary does not offer an original narrative, but it rather combines some details from the Life of Paul of Tamma and the Life of Pshoi. Thus, it contains the accounts of the seven deaths of Paul and the story of his burial together with Pshoi. There is, however, one notable difference: according to the synaxary, the bodies of the two saints were not transferred to Antinoe, but rather to the Monastery of St Macarius in Scetis.

Given the purely hagiographic character of these writings, it is difficult to ascertain whether the data that can be extracted from them are historically reliable, or whether they rather conceive a

( Ḫفاعل: Ḫفاعل), which was popular. See e.g. the following manuscripts microfilmed by the Hill Museum and Manuscript Library (Collegeville, MN): EMML 776, EMML 1735, EMML 1877, EMML 2048, EMML 2249, EMML 2536, EMML 2719, EMML 2739, EMML 2861, EMML 3052, EMML 3077, EMML 3417, EMML 3456, EMML 3966, EMML 4031, EMML 4050, EMML 4068, EMML 5330, EMML 5490, EMML 5639, EMML 6048, EMML 6187, EMML 6360, EMML 6368, EMML 6371.

34 Budge, The Martyrdom and Miracles of Saint George of Cappadocia, pp. 167–70 (Bohairic text), 328–30 (English translation).

literary strategy meant to consolidate Paul among other great names of the Egyptian monasticism. Nevertheless, if Paul of Tamma is indeed the author of the writings that have survived under his name, and he had indeed connections to Apollo, Phib, Jeremias, and the other monks mentioned not only in his vita, but also in the aforementioned epigraphic evidence, then we may probably place his literary activity in the second half of the fourth or early fifth centuries. This possibility seems to be confirmed by a couple of references to the vision of ‘the image of God’ (οἰκονομότε) in De Cella 24 and 64. This terminology may suggest a mystical theology which came under fire during the anthropomorphite crisis of 399–400.

**FURTHER FRAGMENTS OF CODEX MONB.GU**

Orlandi used two Sahidic manuscripts for his edition of Paul of Tamma’s writings. The first of them is a parchment codex kept in the collection of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, under the inventory number MS 166. This manuscript is one of the five Sahidic codices discovered in a buried jar around the year 1924 near the pyramids of Giza. Three of them are kept today in the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin, while two are in the University

---

36 I do not find serious reasons to doubt that Paul of Tamma is the author of the ascetical texts that are transmitted under his name. However, Walter Ewing Crum speculated that there were two different characters named Paul of Tamma, the ascetic author and the saint whose Life has survived: see his review of W. H. Worrell, *Coptic Texts in the University of Michigan Collection*, in *JTS*, os 44 (1943), pp. 122–8, at 123, n. 4. Crum based his hypothesis on the fragmentary Sahidic Life, but this possibility is now dismissed by new evidence, provided especially by the complete Arabic Life, which explicitly mentions that Paul penned a series of ascetical texts.

37 Cf. also *De humilitate* 4–8, where it is said that the monk who has humility will perceive physically the vision of God. According to D. Bumazhnov, *Visio Mystica im Spannungsfeld frühchristlicher Überlieferungen* (Studien und Texte zu Antike und Christentum, 52; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009), pp. 190–1, Paul expresses here a position radically different from that adopted by the anti-anthropomorphite authors like Evagrius. However, I think it is hard to establish to which side Paul belonged because the passages in his work that seem to pertain to the anthropomorphite crisis are obscure and, consequently, difficult to interpret. In general on the ambiguity of the sources concerning the anthropomorphite crisis, see G. Gould, ‘The Image of God and the Anthropomorphite Controversy in Fourth Century Monasticism’, in R. J. Daly (ed.), *Origeniana Quinta: Papers of the 5th International Origen Congress, Boston College, 14–18 August 1989* (Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium, 105; Louvain: Peeters, 1992), pp. 549–57.
of Michigan Library. 38 The evidence supplied by the colophons indicates that the manuscripts belonged to the Monastery of Apa Jeremias at Saqqara. 39 The codices can be roughly dated to the late sixth century on the basis of some coins discovered together with them, which came from the period of the emperors Justinian, Justin, and, perhaps, Maurice Tiberius. 40 Michigan MS 166 is the most damaged of the five manuscripts. It contains two works by Paul of Tamma, conventionally designated in Orlandi’s edition as Epistula (clavis coptica 0248) and De Cella. The first of them is a brief collection of ascetical advices in the form of an epistle from a Christian sage to his spiritual son. The second, De Cella, will be more thoroughly discussed in this article. The Michigan codex also includes the apocryphal correspondence between Christ and King Abgar, as well as three biblical texts, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, and Ruth.

The second manuscript used by Orlandi is the White Monastery codex MONB.GU, of which only fragments are preserved, scattered in several collections around the world. Orlandi identified and edited eight folios of this manuscript (nos. 1, 6–11 in the list below). In addition to these, he wrongly attributed to MONB.GU two other folios from Venice (Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Or. 192, fols. 99–100), 41 editing them among Paul of Tamma’s writings as Opus sine titulo. About a decade later, Enzo Lucchesi identified the fragments in question as belonging to a different White Monastery manuscript, which contained the


Sermo asceticus of Stephen of Thebes (CPG 8240). In an article published in 2006 in Mélanges Wolf-Peter Funk, Lucchesi added to codex MONB.GU, and to the works of Paul of Tamma, seven new fragments (nos. 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 15 in the list below). To the leaves of this codex identified by Orlandi and Lucchesi can now be added at least four others (nos. 2, 16, 17, 18). In the current state of documentation, we have knowledge of the following membra disjecta of MONB.GU:

1. Cairo, Coptic Museum 9261 (paginated 95–6)
2. Cairo, Coptic Museum 9290 (paginated 115–16)
3. Cairo, IFAO no. 198 (paginated 123–4)
4. Vienna, K 9795 (paginated 125–6); unpublished
5. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 15826 (paginated 145–6)
6–11. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF), Copte 129, fols. 47–52 (paginated 147–58)
12. Cambridge, University Library, 1699 N (paginated 191–2); unpublished
13. Moscow, Pushkin Museum, I.1.b.655 (paginated 201–2)


Edited without identification in Munier, Manuscrits coptes, pp. 157–9.


Identified ibid.

The Moscow fragment was edited and translated in A. I. Elanskaya, Coptic Literary Texts of the Pushkin State Fine Arts Museum in Moscow (Studia
Unplaced fragments:

14. Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, K 9792 (pagination lost); unpublished
15. Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, K 9793 (pagination lost); unpublished
16. Paris, BnF, Copte 1315, fol. 120 (pagination lost); unpublished
17. Paris, BnF, Copte 1316, fol. 3 (pagination lost); unpublished
18. Strasbourg, University Library, K 23 (pagination lost); unpublished

Of the newly identified leaves, while Coptic Museum 9290, which is paginated 115–16, must be placed between Coptic Museum 9261 (paginated 95–6) and IFAO no. 198 (paginated 123–4), the position of the folios lacking page numbers in the original manuscript is difficult to establish. Given that, with the exception of De Cella (also found in the Michigan codex) and a small portion of De Humilitate (see below), the writings of Paul of Tamma in MONB.GU are attested only in this codex, the attribution of the aforementioned fragments is based primarily on their palaeographical features. Nevertheless, in addition to the palaeographical argument, the fragments without pagination can be attributed to Paul also on thematic and stylistic grounds. For example, BnF Copte 1315, fol. 120r, col. B, l. 6 contains the peculiar vocative ॐ पियिन (‘O wretched one’), which is a common form of address employed by Paul of Tamma. Similarly, in BnF Copte 1315, fol. 120r, col. B, ll. 9, 24 and BnF Copte 1316, fol. 3r, col. A, l. 4 the scriptural quotations are introduced by the formula


51 Identified ibid. On the upper left corner of the verso of this fragment is still visible the first digit (\(\approx\) = 100) of a number formed of at least two digits.

52 Cf. the concordance in Orlandi, Paolo di Tamma, p. 157, s.v. CBHIN (9 occurrences).
'it is written' (ὡς ἐγέρθη), which has numerous occurrences in the other fragments of Paul’s works.53

**The Extent of Paul’s Asceticon**

The Moscow leaf of MONB.GU contains a colophon which mentions that the transcription of the manuscript was completed in the year 696 Era of the Martyrs (= 979–80 CE).54 As Lucchesi has remarked, Paul of Tamma’s writings began on page 95 of MONB.GU (= Coptic Museum 9261).55 A decorated title at the top of the first column of this page reads: ‘Sayings (ἡμῶν ἀξίων) of our beloved father Apa Paul on discernment (διάκρισις). In peace, Amen.’ These lines obviously represent the superscription of the entire literary corpus of Paul of Tamma. Apparently, his writings filled the rest of the codex to page 201 (Moscow I.1.b.655r). Therefore, Paul’s work stands out as an extensive corpus of early ascetical texts which covered over one hundred manuscript pages, albeit most of it now lost. No fragment has been identified until now from the leaves preceding page 95, which means that we do not know what other texts were included in MONB.GU beside Paul of Tamma’s *Asceticon*. Not least because of the large number of newly identified fragments of this codex, the works of Paul of Tamma obviously deserve a fresh edition.56

Together the two manuscripts used by Orlandi contain the following writings of Paul of Tamma: *Epistula*, *De Cella*, *De paupertate* (clavis coptica 0250), and *De humilitate* (clavis coptica 0252).57 It needs to be emphasized that, while the first two titles are supported by the subscriptions of the respective texts in the manuscripts, the last two have been coined by Orlandi on the basis of their content. In his edition, he mentioned yet another writing, entitling it *De iudicio*.58 According to Orlandi, all that remained of this work is the subscriptio which survived on the recto of Coptic Museum 9261, the first fragment of Paul’s writings in

---

53 Cf. the concordance in Orlandi, *Paolo di Tamma*, pp. 178–9, s.v. ὡς ἐγέρθη (13 occurrences). The expression occurs often also in the fragments not published by Orlandi and, therefore, not included in his concordance.

54 A. van Lantschoot, *Recueil des colophons des manuscrits chrétiens d’Égypte* (Bibliothèque du Muséon, 1; Leuven: J.-B. Istas, 1929), pp. 94–6 (= no. 58).


56 I am hoping to edit all available fragments of Paul of Tamma’s writings in the near future.

57 It is possible that the unplaced fragments of MONB.GU belong to other texts of Paul of Tamma.

58 Orlandi, *Paolo di Tamma*, pp. 13–14. In the clavis coptica *De iudicio* erroneously features as an independent work, having the number 0249.
However, as I have pointed out in the previous paragraph, this is not the title of an individual work which filled the previous pages, but rather the superscription of the Ascetikon of Paul of Tamma. Furthermore, the Greco-Coptic word διάκρισις must definitely not be translated ‘final judgement’, as Leslie MacCoull proposed. The term διάκρισις belongs to the ascetic vocabulary of the desert fathers, being one of the principal themes of ascetic literature. Διάκρισις is an indispensable virtue in the desert, referring, among other things, to the capacity of the recluse to discern between good and evil thoughts. For example, the tenth book of the systematic collection of the Apotthegmata Patrum (CPG 5562) treats precisely this subject and bears the same title as Paul’s literary corpus, Περὶ διακρίσεως.

At the end of the Life of Paul of Tamma, Paul’s secretary, Ezekiel, briefly talks about the writings of his master. The text provides at this point a brief description of Paul of Tamma’s works, including what seem to be two quotations from his texts:

I sat next to him, and he wrote about sitting in the cell. He wrote also about a multitude of thoughts that assail the human being, that is, the thought of fornication because of the weakness of faith; he wrote also on inferiority and mediocrity or impurity, which is (the result) of fornication, the one that keeps the Holy Spirit out of the person; he also wrote about how to go to the countryside to sell the work of the hands. He says: ‘Pay attention to control and guard your eyes, thoughts, and all your body, do not let your enemy steal your treasure.’ He also wrote: ‘Do not stay at all with the one who talks a lot.’

It is fairly certain that the first work mentioned is De Cella. As to the other titles, it is difficult to speculate to which texts they refer. The two quotations supplied by Ezekiel cannot be identified among the surviving portions of Paul of Tamma’s writings, albeit it seems safe to assume their authenticity as they are in the same apodictic style of the rest of his works.


An extract from Paul of Tamma features in a Sahidic fragment from a miniature codex, which is housed at the Montserrat Abbey near Barcelona under the inventory number P. Monts. Roca inv. no. 735. This fragment contains two texts. While the second one is headed ‘The commandments of our beloved Father Apa Anoup (?) of …’, the first is in fact a portion of Paul of Tamma’s De Humilitate 23–5:

MONB.GU, p. 147

For it is written: ‘My son, do not give your soul the desire that pleases her’ (Sirach 18:31), so that the spirits of deceit do not turn their path towards you. And do not follow your desires, but restrain from the things you desire (Sirach 18:31). And the heavenly Jerusalem will be for you a holy city and no foreigner will walk in it. And it will happen in that day that the mountains will pour out sweetness and the hills will pour out milk, and all the rivers of Judah will produce much water, and a spring will come forth from the house of the Lord and it will give drink to the torrents of thorns. Egypt will be a destruction, which are your enemies, and the Lord will dwell in Sion (Joel 3:17–21). O wretched one, do not let your bowels master you and you shall become the son of the Most High, inherit the goods of the kingdom of Christ, which remains forever and ever.

P. Monts. Roca inv. no. 735r

‘... the desire that pleases her’ (Sirach 18:31), so that the spirits of deceit do not lead their path towards you. And it is written again: ‘Do not follow your desires, (but) restrain from the things you desire’ (Sirach 18:31). And again: ‘My son, do not let your bowels master you and you shall become the son of the Most High and inherit the goods of the kingdom of Christ, which remains forever and ever.’

62 Sofia Torallas Tovar proposes the reading ‘Anoup of Nerte’, which is indeed possible but not certain since some of the letters are not clear enough on the photos available. The toponym ‘Nerte’ is not attested elsewhere.
63 My translation of the Coptic text in Orlandi, Paolo di Tamma, p. 130.
A significant difference between the two texts is the extensive quotation from Joel 3:17–21, which the Montserrat fragment omits. Moreover, De humilitate continues with other sayings in the White Monastery manuscript MONB.GU, while the Montserrat fragment stops here.

**A New Miniature Manuscript of De Cella**

As has already been pointed out, *De Cella* is the only work of Paul of Tamma that is known to survive both in Michigan MS 166 and in the White Monastery codex MONB.GU. Yet a third manuscript of the same work, previously unknown, is currently kept in the British Library in London. All that remains from it are four small-size parchment folios, which feature under the accession number Or. 5438(1) in Walter Ewing Crum’s catalogue of the Coptic manuscripts in the British Museum. It seems that when the manuscript collections of the British Museum were transferred to the newly founded British Library, the fragments of *De Cella* received a new inventory number. In the copy of Crum’s catalogue available on the shelves of the reading room of Asia, Pacific and Africa Collections, someone indicated in a note written in pencil on the margin of the page that the new accession number of the fragments in question is Or. 4918(1). An autoptic examination of the material in the British Library confirmed that this is indeed the case.

The London manuscript measures about 7 cm in height by 6.5 cm in breadth. The pages contain fourteen lines of text arranged in a single column written in a minuscule hand. While one of the other codices of *De Cella*, Michigan MS 166, is a pocket book, measuring c.9.5 × 8 cm, the manuscript to which the folios in the British Library originally belonged falls into the category of miniature codices. There is a certain confusion as regards the

---


succession of the leaves in Crum’s catalogue. The right order of the folios is as follows (the references to *De Cella* are according to Orlandi’s division of the text into paragraphs):

fol. 1 = Crum fol. 2 (*De Cella* 6–10a)
fol. 2 = Crum fol. 3 (*De Cella* 17b–22a)
fol. 3 = Crum fol. 1 (*De Cella* 53b–59a)
fol. 4 = Crum fol. 4 (*De Cella* 59b–64a)

A few codicological remarks are in order here. The real folios 1 and 2, on the one hand, and the real folios 3 and 4, on the other, form two separate bifolios. Folios 3–4 offer a running text, indicating that they were the innermost bifolio of a quire. As on the recto of folio 3 the page number χα (= 21) is visible, we may infer that folios 3–4 were originally paginated 21–4.

The small format of the newly identified fragments and their palaeographical aspect are similar to those of the codex of *De Cella* which belonged to the Monastery of Jeremias, kept today in the Michigan collection. Based on their close resemblance, the new manuscript of *De Cella* can tentatively be dated to the same period, that is, to the late sixth century.

The fact that Paul of Tamma’s writings appear in three small-format codices is not without some relevance. First of all, such artefacts were ideal *vademecum* for solitary monks. What is more, it is possible that ascetical texts like those of Paul were inscribed in small-format manuscripts because, as they are formed of brief *sententiae*, they could be conveniently shortened when the lack of space required, without sacrificing the coherence of the writing. Actually, the copy of *De Cella* in codex Michigan MS 166 is shorter than the one in MONB.GU. It is likely that the brief version has a connection to the format of the Michigan manuscript, whose small dimensions made the scribe skip the final part of the text, thus leaving space for other writings to be accommodated in the same codex. 67

67 The shorter version of *De Cella* comprises 102 paragraphs according to Orlandi’s division, this number including also the final doxology and the subscriptio of the text, whereas the longer version has 126 paragraphs.
In the first section of this article I have shown that the figure of Paul of Tamma is difficult to contextualize historically because of the scantiness of the sources. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the hagiographic account of Paul’s life ensured for him an everlasting fame among Coptic Christians. To the contrary, he is almost completely absent from the Greek and Latin sources pertaining to Egyptian monasticism. The *Life of Pshoi*, which seems to be the only Greek writing that mentions him, laconically calls him ‘Paul’. As a consequence, Paul of Tamma’s memory faded in the Byzantine world, despite the fact that Pshoi’s *vita* had a relatively wide diffusion in Greek monasteries. 68 Paul’s absence from the Greek and Latin literature could be explained by the fact that he may have written in Coptic, rendering his works unavailable to an audience unfamiliar with the vernacular language of Egypt. 69

Philippe Luisier has examined the biblical quotations in *De Cella* and concluded that they conform to the Sahidic version of the Bible. However, he has adroitly remarked that this argument does not constitute a decisive proof that the text was composed in Coptic, because the translators could easily adjust the quotations from the Bible according to the version with which they were familiar. 70 On the other hand, Paul of Tamma’s *De Humilitate* features a quotation from the *Acts of Paul and Thecla* (CANT 211. III), which would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, to identify by an ancient translator or scribe. We have good evidence that, because of its ascetic tendency, this early Christian text was popular reading among the Egyptian monks, being attested also in two papyrus manuscripts written in the Lycopolitan dialect of Coptic. 71 Remarkably, the quotation in *De Humilitate*

68 The Pinakes database (http://pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr) allows the identification of twelve codices containing the Greek *Life of Pshoi*, which range from the tenth to the eighteenth centuries (accessed July 2016).

69 See Luisier, ‘Paul de Tamma’, p. 267, for a possible philological argument that the original language of Paul’s writings is Coptic.


corresponds exactly to the version of the *Acts of Paul and Thecla* extant in Coptic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΩΦΡ ΓΕΡ ΜΕ ΝΑΙΤΟΥ ΑΝΝΕΙΟΜΑ ΗΝΗΠΑΡΟΕΝΟΧ ΧΕ ΠΡΥΚΙ ΗΝΕΥΤΤΙΒΟ ΝΑΡΕ ΕΒΟΧ</td>
<td>ΗΕΙΑΤΟΥ ΗΝΙΚΟΛΑ ΗΝΙΠΑΡΟ[Σ]ΝΟΧ ΧΕ ΣΕΝΑΡΕΝΕΥ ΧΩΝΩΓΕ ΧΥΩ ΠΕΒΕΚ</td>
<td>ΜΑΚΑΡΙΑ ΤΑ ΣΩΜΑΤΑ ΤΟΝ ΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΝ, ΟΤΙ ΑΥΤΑ ΕΥΔΡΕΣΤΗΣΟΥΣΙΝ ΤΟ ΘΕΟ ΚΑΙ ΟΙΚ ΑΠΟΛΈΣΟΥΣΙΝ ΤΟΝ ΜΙΣΘΟΝ ΤΗΣ ΆΓΝΕΙΑΣ ΑΥΤΩΝ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For it is written: ‘Blessed are the bodies of the virgins for they will not lose the wage of their purity.</td>
<td>Blessed are the bodies of the virgins for they will be pleasing to God and they will not lose the wage of their purity.</td>
<td>Blessed are the bodies of the virgins for they will be pleasing to God and they will not lose the wage of their purity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The similarity of the Sahidic and Lycopolitan cannot be the result of a mere coincidence, but it rather indicates that Paul of Tamma used here the Coptic text of the *Acts of Paul*, albeit he eliminated a phrase in the middle of the sentence he quoted. The close parallel suggests that he knew the *Acts of Paul* either according to the Lycopolitan version that has survived or, more likely, according to a lost Sahidic version which must be the Vorlage of the Lycopolitan. Be that as it may, this quotation makes us believe that the original language of *De Humilitate* was Coptic.

72 Orlandi, *Paolo di Tamma*, p. 128.
It has often been suggested that Paul of Tamma belonged to late fourth- or early fifth-century Middle Egyptian monasticism. This hypothesis is based mainly on the data that can be gleaned from the Life attributed to Ezekiel, which affirms that Paul lived as a hermit in Middle Egypt. Moreover, as we have seen, the vita connects Paul with Aphu, Apollo of Bawit, Phib, and Anoup, who were all important Middle Egyptian monastic figures. Although we must be careful not to infer too much from the hagiographic story attributed to Ezekiel, which probably post-dates the literary corpus that has survived under Paul of Tamma’s name, there is no strong argument to deny this geographical contextualization.

While accepting that Paul was a Middle Egyptian monk, David Brakke argued along different lines. Brakke believes that, unlike Anthony, for whom church and orthodoxy constituted two major vectors of spirituality, for Paul of Tamma this pair was less relevant. What really matters for Paul is the fulfilment of the self through a complete withdrawal from the world and, implicitly, from the community of believers. Brakke remarked that, although Paul copiously quoted from the Bible, he also referred no fewer than three times in the surviving portions of his writings to non-canonical apocryphal texts: the Visio Pauli (CANT 325), the Acts of Andrew and Matthias (CANT 236), and the Acts of Paul and Thecla (CANT 211.III). To these, one should add the Physiologus (CPG 3766), whose chapter about the lion was apparently known to Paul, as Luisier indicated. Such reading may imply that our author was probably not within the episcopal orbit
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established by Athanasius, albeit this does not necessary mean that he was heterodox.\textsuperscript{79}

Analysing Paul of Tamma’s works in the context of early Egyptian ascetic literature, Mark Sheridan has reached a different conclusion concerning his historical contextualization.\textsuperscript{80} Sheridan has remarked that Paul’s interest in the interior life and ascetic vocabulary are similar to those found in the monastic sources connected to Lower Egypt, but also in the writings of Pachomius and his disciples. Finally, Paul sometimes develops allegorical interpretations of the Scriptures, which betrays his familiarity with the Alexandrian exegetical school. Leslie MacCoull and Dmitrij Bumazhnov have also defended the influence of the Hellenistic, notably Alexandrian, tradition upon the work of Paul of Tamma.\textsuperscript{81}

\textbf{PAUL OF TAMMA’S \textit{DE CELLA} AND OTHER EGYPTIAN WRITINGS ON THE MONASTIC CELL}

Although we have no serious reasons to doubt Paul’s association with Middle Egyptian monasticism, there is good reason to believe that he was familiar with the literature produced in the spiritual centres of Lower Egypt, that is, Nitria, Scetis, and Kellia. This is suggested by some clear parallels between \textit{De Cella} and other Egyptian literary documents that underline the importance of the cell in ascetic praxis. I shall start with a description of the contents of \textit{De Cella} and then point out some of the literary contacts that connect it to other Lower Egyptian ascetic writings.

While \textit{De Cella} is summarized in the subscription of the Michigan manuscript as ‘the letter of Apa Paul of Tamma on the cell’ (\textit{теписколи напа павле притамар етве тпи}), the title in

\textsuperscript{79} The idea that Paul of Tamma avoided being integrated into the ecclesiastical system established by Athanasius had already been suggested by MacCoull, ‘Paul of Tamma’.


\textsuperscript{81} MacCoull, ‘Paul of Tamma’; Bumazhnov, ‘Reigentanz der zwölf Tugenden’. 
MONB.GU says that it is a rule (Ὁ ἐν τὸ ζητᾶνα πάλιν ἐτέλε, τρι, ‘rule of Apa Paul on the cell’). Given the general unreliability of the titles and authorships in the manuscripts containing ascetic writings, this apparent discrepancy is not surprising. Like the other writings of Paul of Tamma, *De Cella* contains spiritual advice for novices and truths about Christian moral life, being written in the gnomic style which is proper to collections of wise sayings. This was a well-established genre in monastic literature, which culminated in the treatises of Evagrius of Pontus. One can argue that Christian gnomic literature represents an adaptation, written in the mould of the biblical sapiential books, of the pagan collections of sayings of the philosophers. The resemblance goes so far that, for example, some of the maxims attributed to Evagrius (CPG 2443–2445) are simply taken from certain non-Christian collections like the sayings of Clitarchus and the *Sententiae Pythagoreorum*. In this regard, it is nevertheless interesting that Paul of Tamma often calls the Christian ascetic ‘the sage’ (*τέχνη*; *De Cella* 1, 38, 39, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 68, 73, 75, 76, 77).

As Paul’s writings are formed of brief moral sentences, they do not follow a precise line of argument, nor do they aim to discuss thoroughly a theme, but rather to provide truths using only a few words. *De Cella* is formed of a series of maxims for ascetics who are struggling in their cell against the physical and mental passions. For Paul of Tamma, the cell is more than a habitat, it is foremost a fortress that protects the ascetic in the battle against the demons, who ‘fight naked against man in the desert’ (*De Cella* 60), probably a reference to the evil spirits that often appear to the monks as naked women in monastic literature. Moreover, the cell becomes an active part of this struggle. A monk who knows the correct physical posture in the cell will transform it into an ally, ‘If you find the way to stay in the cell, being safe from vain glory and estranged from pride, you will be safe from all these and every moment strong in the battle’ (*De Cella* 118). Thus, the cell will carry the monk on the waters of the Acherusian lake, to the church of the firstborn, who are written in heaven (*De Cella* 2). Here it is interesting to note the reference to


the Acherusian lake, which seems to derive from an apocryphal source, probably the *Apocalypse of Peter* (CANT 317) or the *Visio Pauli*. Although it protects the monk from the attacks of the demons, the cell is not always completely safe because the enemies can creep inside it by planting all sorts of evil thoughts in the mind of the ascetic. The demons ‘have no pity in them for the man who sits alone quietly in the cell’, says Paul (*De Cella* 61).

One can observe in *De Cella* an interiorization of the cell, a transition from mere topography to a mystical approach to the monastic residence. For example, this spiritual understanding of the habitat is apparent in a passage which is fragmentary in the edition of Orlandi but well preserved in the newly identified London manuscript. Paul exhorts the monk to be humble, because in this way ‘your cell will become to you a trustworthy spring and a pure river, and you will become a living sea’ (*De Cella* 18). The cell is invested with a mystical dimension, being the numinous place *par excellence*: the divine mysteries are revealed (*De Cella* 55, 86) and the monk reaches the knowledge of God (*De Cella* 34) inside it. Elsewhere in *De Cella*, Paul compares allegorically the cell to the temple of God. The monk that sits in it represents the altar, the burning incense (*De Cella* 52–3), the golden jar, the rod of Aaron, and the tables of the covenant (*De Cella* 68). A similar metaphor is employed by Stephen of Thebes, who compares the monk seated in the cell with a wise steersman who guides a boat. There is yet another interesting literary connection between Paul of Tamma and Stephen of Thebes: they seem to be the only authors who use the peculiar expression ‘grace of the cell’ (*χάρις του κελλίου*). Once acquired, the monk must avoid losing the grace of the cell, which is the most significant of his possessions (*De Cella* 15, 62, 88).

Like the desert fathers and mothers of the *Apophthegmata Patrum*, Paul of Tamma insists that the anchorites should not leave their cell, or at least not if they are not ready to resist the dangers of the outside world and the attacks of the demons. Be careful, he says, ‘that the words of people should not drag you back from the cell’ (*De Cella* 93), and again, ‘Do not leave your
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cell’ (*De Cella* 51). The cell-oriented praxis which transpires in Paul of Tamma’s writings, particularly in *De Cella*, is radically different from what we find in the literature of the coenobitic communities. Thus, the Egyptian monastic authors of coenobitic extraction, like the Pachomian writers or Shenoute, are more interested in keeping together large communities of monks by enforcing the moral dimension of the *koinomía*. It should be underlined that, although it was not unusual for anchorites to live in isolated cells all over the Egyptian wasteland and, at least theoretically, some of them could have authored literary texts, the cell-focused literature seems to be a peculiar and well-defined literary genre that appeared in the semi-anchoritic settlements of Lower Egypt. From a literary point of view, the best points of comparison with Paul of Tamma’s writings will be found in the literature of the monastic foci that emerged in the western part of the Nile Delta.

For example, the expression that Paul often uses, ‘while you are sitting in your cell’, accompanied by a wise moral saying, is typical of the ascetic literature connected to Scetis, Nitria, and Kellia. In this kind of literature, a daily physical activity of the monks was transformed into a literary theme.\(^87\) We often encounter it in the *Apophthegmata Patrum*, Evagrius, Isaiah of Scetis’s *Logoi* (CPG 5555), and the *Sermo asceticus* of Stephen of Thebes.\(^88\) Compare the following examples,

The thoughts of the sage who sits in his cell are verdicts (Paul of Tamma, *De Cella* 38)

A sage sitting in his cell will be hidden from the evils that are coming (Paul of Tamma, *De Cella* 49)

You shall take for yourself the crown of joy from God for your toils while you are sitting in your cell (Paul of Tamma, *De Cella* 106)

While you are sitting in your cell, invoke God in order to be granted the grace of the cell, for great is the grace of the cell (Stephen of Thebes, *Sermo asceticus* 46)\(^89\)

---

\(^87\) This theme is explored in detail by F. Dodel, *Sitzen der Wüstenväter: Eine Untersuchung anhand der Apophthegmata Patrum* (Paradosis: Beiträge zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur und Theologie, 42; Freiburg: Universitätsverlag, 1997).

\(^88\) I have argued elsewhere that Stephen of Thebes must be integrated into the context of Lower Egyptian monasticism; see A. Suciu, ‘Revisiting the Literary Dossier of Stephen of Thebes: With Preliminary Editions of the Greek Redactions of the Ascetic Commandments’, *Adamantius* 21 (2015), pp. 301–25.

While you are sitting in your cell, withdraw your mind and remember the day of your death, and you will see that your body is decaying (Evagrius, *Rerum monachalium rationes*; CPG 2441). While you are sitting in your cell, take care constantly of these three things: the work of your hand, meditation, and prayer (Isaiah of Scetis, *Greek Logos IX*).

As far as our evidence goes, the literary theme of the symbiosis between the monk and the cell was used for the first time in the writings connected with the semi-anchoritic communities from Scetis, Nitria, and Kellia. From there, this literary *topos* was taken over by John Climacus, who systemized the previous Egyptian ascetic teachings, and from him it passed to the hesychast monks. The centrality of the cell in ascetic praxis is prominent in the *Apophthegmata Patrum*. The advice given by Abba Moses to a novice is paradigmatic in this regard: ‘Remain seated in your cell and your cell will teach you everything’ (Moses 6). For his part, Paul of Tamma develops his spiritual teaching about

---

93 Cf. the passages in the *Ladder of Divine Ascent* in PG 88, cols. 1097D, 1109A, 1110C.
the cell along similar lines: ‘Remain in your cell (πεκτα ἐνωσα) … while your cell remains with you in your heart’ (De Cella 1), ‘Do not leave your cell’ (De Cella 51), ‘A wretched one who remains in his cell is king and lord’ (De Cella 119).

As these passages show, Paul has a ‘hesychast’ understanding of the monastic life, which is proper, at least in the fourth and fifth centuries, to the literature linked to the three major monastic settlements situated in the western part of the Nile Delta. In these sources, the recluse will experience quietness (ἡ συχία) and rest (ἀνάπαυσις) by his isolation in the cell. As Darlene L. Brooks Hedstrom writes,

The spatial importance of the cell in the early centuries of Egyptian monasticism evolves into the essential location for seeking God, particularly in communities that were composed of monks who elected to live in smaller groupings with a servant or disciple. The literary sources for the fourth and fifth centuries in Egypt attest to a development in thought in which the cell first became the place of spiritual engagement. Within a military ethos, the monks were armed to battle the mysterious demons that had laid claim to the forgotten landscapes of Egypt. A generation later, the cell evolved into the area to fight personal demons of distraction and depression. The dwelling facilitates true monastic work: the cultivation of a self aligned with God and fellow monastics.95

While Paul of Tamma’s personality remains shrouded in mystery, the centrality of the cell in his works, which he shares with Evagrius, Stephen of Thebes, Isaiah of Scetis, and the Apophthegmata Patrum, suggests that he was familiar with the literature that emerged there.

A New Edition of the London Fragments of De Cella

The following pages feature a new edition of the London fragments of De Cella, which aims to replace their previous publication by Crum.96 The motive for the re-edition is that, on the one hand, the two previously known manuscripts of De Cella allow us to make a better reconstruction of Crum’s text, and, on the other, some lacunose portions in Orlandi’s edition can now be restored on the basis of the London fragments. The numbering of the paragraphs is that established by Orlandi.

96 See above, n. 65.
Paul of Tamma, De Cella (London, British Library Or. 4918[1] = Crum no. 264)

fol. 1 = Crum fol. 2 (De Cella 6–10a)

recto:

that which God brings upon you, endure it patiently. Do not let the mind dissipate. Do not neglect the grace until you ascend to God joyfully and victoriously. For also the lion comes out from the desert and puts his tail upon his footprints, [but] if he obtains that (verso) for which he came out, he walks away boldly. Now then, do not let the mind dissipate in this world, until you go up to God victoriously. O wretched one, if you attach yourself to the Lord alone, the Lord will also remain with you so that you reign with him. Now then, wretched one ...

verso:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{πενταπνούτε} & \quad \text{ταχεί εβολ ετυβη} \\
\text{ντκ ἔχων ἀμαρτε} & \quad \text{τῇ ὁμομοοοε ἐ} \\
\text{μικρά γιογγγπο} & \quad \text{ἐρράι γιογγγπαρρηκα} \\
\text{μονὴ ἃπρκα} & \quad \text{τενογ σὲ ἃπρκα} \\
\text{προτ εβολ ἃπρκα} & \quad \text{προτ εβολ ἢπιε} \\
\text{μελ επενοιτ φα} & \quad \text{κοσμος ὁντικ} \\
\text{τκβωκ ερραὶ φα} & \quad \text{μοοε ερραϊ φα} \\
\text{πνούτε γιογγγυ} & \quad \text{πνούτε γιογγγρο} \\
\text{νοι μιογγρο} & \quad \text{ὦ πεβην εκωαν} \\
\text{καγαρ φαρεμνογι} & \quad \text{τοοκ επχοεις ἡαγ} \\
\text{ει εβολ γιπαίε} & \quad \text{ἀδιπ επχοεις ὁν} \\
\text{μακα πθεατ ρι} & \quad \text{μασδ ἢηακ ε} \\
\text{αὐνεγθαςε ευ} & \quad \text{τρεκιφρο ἢηακ} \\
\text{φαναθε[ε] ἃη ἢπεν} & \quad \text{τεν[ου] σὲ πεβην}
\end{align*}
\]

(recto)

97 I.e. the prey.
(recto) is [a] confirmation for me. But only humbly withdraw to yourself, being [humble] in knowledge, [for] it is time for you to withdraw, 98 and your cell will become to you a trustworthy spring and a pure river, and you will be a living sea, a city fortified inside and outside, (verso) which is provided with ... 99 and you do not understand [your] treasure [and] the depth of wisdom [that] will happen to [you] in the cell. Holding humbly the doctrine and saying also in your turn, ‘O depth of the richness and wisdom’, 100 you reign with God in the cell, humiliating your enemies in the world with ...

98 1 Cor. 7:29 (Sahidic); see Luisier, ‘Paul de Tamma’, p. 267.
99 Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts, p. 118a, suggests the reading, γυναικείον, 'with stones'.
100 Rom. 11:33.
(recto, p. 21) is a sage who is in his cell. His cell is filled every moment [with] good odour from the fruit of his good works. The glory of God will appear to him inside it. The angel of the Lord appeared to Zacharias inside the altar of incense.\textsuperscript{101} The angels entered (verso, p. [22]) into the house of Lot.\textsuperscript{102} The angel also entered [into the] house of Tobias and Tobit in [his] house.\textsuperscript{103} He entered also into the house of Manoe.\textsuperscript{104} Now then, wretched one, do not corrupt the grace of the cell and every remedy will be inside it. You shall not approach the cell without instruction because of

\textsuperscript{101} Cf. Luke 1:11.
\textsuperscript{102} Cf. Gen. 19:3.
\textsuperscript{103} Cf. Tob. 5:10. The parallel passage in the MONB.GU codex reads instead, \textit{tobit mitecine}, 'Tobit and his wife', but our manuscript is supported at this point by University of Michigan, MS 166. This may suggest that \textit{mitecine} was probably the \textit{lectio difficilior}.
\textsuperscript{104} Cf. Judg. 13:3–5.
fol. 4 = Crum fol. 4 (De Cella 59b–64a)
recto: the trespassing. For the demons fight naked against man in the desert, for they are stripped of God. Because of this, there is no pity in them for the man who sits alone quietly in the cell. Then, if you obtain the grace of the cell, guard yourself on the (verso, [p. 24]) right, because the war of compassion to save people is waged against you, in order to take from you the grace of the cell. O Lot, ‘save yourself to the mountain’. Then who will give me a dwelling-place in the desert to flee and cry for myself? Let down your thought believing that there is (sic desinit)